
COMMON ELECTRICAL DEVICES USED IN PHYSICS

While electronic balances are common today, many physics labs and . Modern physics laboratories contain apparatus
used in determining.

The standard unit for electric current is the ampere. Resistor - A basic electronic component that prevents the
flow of electric current. Inductors are generally made by winding or coiling a wire, sometimes around a
magnetic core. Static devices were used in the 's by Franklin, Coulomb, and others. Even meter sticks play a
role. The circuit is broken and the current stops flowing thereby saving the electric circuits and appliance from
any damages. Fuses The fuse breaks the circuit if a fault in an appliance causes too much current to flow.
Normally sub-standard wires wear out soon and may cause short-circuiting. It is best to learn and use the
conventional symbols from the start, even with the relatively simple circuits examined in introductory physics.
The course lectures may not yet have presented fully the principles behind the operation of these instruments,
but do not despair most of the circuitry inside modern instrumentation cannot be entirely explained during any
introductory course! Safety A complete circuit is needed before electric current will flow, a convenient feature
for working safely with laboratory circuitry. The schematic symbols for the circuit elements in this lab
exercise battery and resistor are shown in Fig. Corners in schematics mean nothing; they are needed only to
complete the circuit. Inductor - A basic passive electrical component that resists changes in electric current.
Materials Processing and Testing Raw or manufactured samples in the physics laboratory merit various tools
for processing. Other processing implements include polishers, micronizing mills, sonicators, ultracentrifuges,
nanomechanical test instruments and other materials testing apparatus. With these, it is possible to calculate
the electric potential and current at each point in the circuit. Electric fuse An electric fuse is used as a safety
device for the protection of electric circuits and appliances due to short-circuiting or overloading of the
electric circuits. Again the EMF is countered by the electrical voltage due to charge separation. Henry - The
standard unit of measure for inductance. In just a second, electricity can travel around the world several times.
In addition to the CV analyzer, other instruments include variable transformers variacs , lock-in amplifiers and
piezoelectric actuators. What is an electric circuit? Balances and Mass Sets Some of the most important and
most basic physics instruments are balances and mass sets. While physics experiments share much in common
with other types of scientific work, they also use some tools and instruments that are unique to physics. These
materials play an important role in the domestic wiring as they protect us from shock and also prevent the
leakage of the current. Physics laboratory apparatus aid in determining measurements, calibration, physical
property variations and precision. Be aware that in ac mode, the multimeter would give a null reading if
connected to a dc signal, since there would be no time-varying component. Schematic symbols for simple
circuit elements. Laser Apparatus HeNe lasers are used in optics experiments. Key Terms battery: A device
that produces electricity by a chemical reaction between two substances.


